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Forgotten Books, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print
on Demand *****.Excerpt from The Futurism of Young Asia: And Other Essays on the Relations
Between the East and the West Eur-America had been challenging Asia for about a century. It was
not possible for Asia to accept that challenge for a long time. It is only so late as 1905 in the event at
Port Arthur that Eur-America has learned how at last Asia intends to retaliate. Naturally the
challenge is twofold: political and cultural. Or rather, to be monistic for once, the political
enslavement of Asia by Eur-America engendered also the cultural chauvinism among the scientists
and philosophers of the West in regard to the East. Altogether a vast body of idolas has grown up
under the aegis of that new species of despotism, viz. albinocracy and colonialism. The reply from
Asia is accordingly being offered in two fields of revolt: military and scientific. But, undoubtedly, the
more Port Arthurs Asia can possess to her credit side the more effectively will the combined intellect
of Europe and America be brought to its senses, and the more easy will it be for Young Asia to...
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It is really an awesome ebook which i have ever go through. It is actually writter in straightforward terms and not confusing. I am very easily could get a
satisfaction of reading a written ebook.
-- Clotilde Wieg a nd-- Clotilde Wieg a nd

This is basically the best pdf i have read through until now. It is filled with knowledge and wisdom I am easily can get a enjoyment of studying a created
book.
-- Dr . Ca r m ine Ha yes MD-- Dr . Ca r m ine Ha yes MD
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